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SUMMARY 

Introduction 

There is a close correlation between the industrialization index of a country 

and its steel needs.    With growing industrialization, world steel consumption has 

increased more than ever since the Second World War. 

On the other hand, rapid technological progress, through the modernization of 

the sector,  has resulted in lower production costs and a world capacity surplus, 

which affect world trade, bringing about big reductions in the price of steel 
products. 

This,  together with the fall in price and improvement of transport costs, 

today enables a developing country, unlike several years ago,  to decide calmly and 

*     This is a summary of a paper issued under the same title as ID/WG.14/47. 

1/   The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO.    The document 
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with economic criteria upon the alternative between establishing (or developing) 

its iron and steel industry or to depend on imports for its steel consumption. 

Spanish experience;    industrial development and steel consumption 

In Spain several stages in the industrialization process can be observed, 
steel consumption showing a different tendency. 

During the 1900-1923 period,  the industrialization process begins and iron 

and steel production follows without undue effort the increase in home demand of 

steel (eight per cent per annum en average). 

In the I923-I93O period,  the foundations of the basic industry are laid, 

steel production and consumption developing fast (20$ per annum on average). 

The first part of the  I94O-I96O stage is the period of Spanish reconstruction, 

which coincides with other countries general reconstruction following the Second 

World War.    Steel consumption was restricteu by import difficulties,   both of iron 

and steel products, and of iron and steel production plant. 

The present  I96O-I967 period,  which began with the Stabilization Plan and the 

New Economic Arrangements,   increasing foreign exchange reserves and liberalizing 

foreign trade.    Steel consumption develops rapidly. 

Iron and steel development versus imports 

In this development, Spain was faced on two occasions with the alternative of 

importing iron and steel products or developing her steel production. 

The first occasion was at the beginning of 1950.    Owing to foreign exchange 

reserves difficulties,  already mentioned,   and world steel needs,   the policy 

followed was:    a)  to substitute as far as possible steel by other materials;  and 

b) to create a public enterprise to increase the possibilities of home production. 

The second occasion was in 1963, when a tremendous growth in steel consump- 

tion began, with increases of 30 per cent  in I9Ó3 and 22 per cent  in 1%4, »et 1, 

imports which in 1965 reached  300 million dollars and which in 1972 could reach 
65O million dollars. 

The alternative chosen in 1964, ooincidin« with the befania« of the I 

Economic and Social Development Plan, costitute, preeeat 3p«itó iron end .teel 
policy. 
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Present Spanish iron and steel policy 

The criteria for deciding whether or not it was advisable to prompt energetic 

development of the  iron and steel industry were the following:    among the advan- 

tages of such action were:    a)  eliminating a growing deficit  in steel imports; 

b) the need to modernize  existing iron and steel plant,  which would not be able  to 

maintain the  productive  capacity, neither in volume    nor in tha technological 

level required;   c)   being able  to count on a base necessary for a whole series of 

productions which are  large steel consumers. 

The difficulties for so developing the  iron and steel industry were mainly to 

be found in:     a) obtaining and employing the necessary funds for carrying out 

sufficient investment;  b)  the low alternative private profitability of such 
investments. 

The advantages mentioned swayed the balance  in favour of undertaking a 

National  Iron and Steel Programme, which would bring the sector up to date in 

relation to steel needs of industrial development. 

In the National  Iron and Steel Programme  for the 1964-1972 period,   the neces- 

sary investment wan  calculated,   which involved increasing almost fourfold the 

average annual   investment  compared with the   I957-I96I period. 

Features of the National   Iron and Steel Programme 

Briefly,   the  features of the Programme  are as follows:     l) the  total practical 

capacity  to be  obtained is calculated on the  basis of normal  utilization percentage 

of the  plant   (90 per  cent);   2)  paying special attention to distribution between 

integrated and non-integrated plants,   bearing in mind the relationship between the 

size of the home market and the  dimensions  demanded by modern technology;   3) ade- 

quate distribution by  products,   giving particular importance to rolling mills, 
especially of flat  products. 

In  the first stage of the  Iron and Steel Programme  (1964-I967),   coinciding 

with the  I Economic and Social Development Plan,   investment was stepped up in 

finishing processes,  which had a lower investment  level,   concentrating imports on 

ingots and semis of less added value. 

In the second 3tage,   investments will increase in melting shops and thoce in 

roiling mills maintained at a high level.    The most important feature in the 
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present stage of the programming of Spanish iron and steel development is the 
financial  one. 

Financing the National  Iron and Steel Programme 

The principal difficulty,  or the most important dissuasive element,  in decid- 

ing on extensive development of the  iron and steel industry,  are the large amounts 

of investment necessary.    Companies did not have sufficient  financial capacity.    In 
fact: 

1. Self-financing is low in Spanish iron and steel companies. In the i960 

to I965 period they only managed to self-finance 18.5 per cent of their 
investments. 

2. The capital market did not admit sufficient draining of funds on the part 

of iron and steel companies, neither due to the volume of the market, nor 

to  the  profitability of the  iron and steel business. 

The Spanish iron and steel industry had been financed precariously and in a 

somewhat unorthodox manner.     The pattern of resources employed in I965 was 46 per 

cent within the  industry and 54 per cent  from outside.    The  sector's debt exceeded 

by more than 50 per cent  the added value  of the iron and steel  industry. 

Combined Action 

Consequently,  if the National  Iron and Steel Programme was to he put in prac- 

tice,   it required some  special financing instrument.    This  instrument was created 

in 1965, with the establishing of a special system,  known under the name of 
"Combined Action". 

The companies taking part in the National  Iron and Steel Programme,  and whose 

projects were approved,   could obtain the  following assistance and benefits under 

the Combined Action system:     l) official  credit  for up to 70 per cent of the 

investment  approved;  2)   freedom of depreciation allowances  over a period of five 

years, extendible for a further five years;  3)  relief from certain taxes and 

custom duties?  4)  obligatory expropriation of land necessary for the investment. 

The expected sources for financing the National  Iron and Steel Programme are: 

self-financing,  8.5 per cent;   increase in the companies' capital  stock,   I7 per cent; 

official long-term credit,  under the Combined Action system,   35 per cent approxi- 

mately;  loans from international financial organisms and institutions,   12 per cent; 
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loans in the capital-market, bank credit and oredit from suppliers of machinery and 

equipment, 27.5 per cent. 

The relationship between internal and external funds of companies will change 

respectively from 46 per cent to 54 P/sr cent in I965 to 35 per cent to 65 per cent 

in 1972, -since by 1972 plants will not yet have had sufficient time to improve the 

financial pattern with the resultant larger volume of production and of increased 

productivity. 

Results 

Present Spanish iron and steel policy, begun in I964, has made it possible: 

1. To reduce the import deficit of 2.8 million tons in I965 to I.7 million 

in 1967» and by I97I it is expected to be reduced to 0.6 million tons. 

Dependence on the foreign market will therefore have passed from 47 per 

cent of steel consumption in I965 to 7 per cent in 1971. 

2. To modernize production techniques. In I964 10.6 per cent of steel was 

produced by the L.D. process, which by I97I will reach 55 per cent. 

3. To improve the productive pattern, with three integrated plants each 

having a capacity of 2 to 4 million tons; a dozen non-integrated plants, 

between 100,000 and 500,000 tons; and about ten special steel plants, 

between 50,000 and 400,000 tons. 

Conclusions 

Prom the foregoing remarks, conclusions of a general nature can be drawn: 

!• Advisability as to whether to start iron and steel production; In a 

developing country which has no iron and steel production, it should 

possess at least one of the three following requisites before deciding 

to start production: a) rich iron ore resources; b) a sufficiently large 

market to warrant applying modern techniques and the dimensions required; 

o) structurally deficient balance of trade, without economic sectors with 

comparative exporting advantages. 

2. Saving investments: Apart from the principles mentioned for developing 

plant beginning with the finishing sector, there are formulae for saving 

investment, by means of co-operation between developing countries 

geographically neighbors: a) by means of toll agreements; b) by setting 

up a oommon iron and steel plant; c) by iron and steel development on a 
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regional basis between developing countries, with the adequate distribu- 

tion of investments and of trade between the regions. 

3.    Financing iron and steel development:    Despite  the saving in investments 

which can be achieved,   the problem of financing investments will remain 

to a greater or lesser extent more  severely in developing countries, 

owing to their weaker financial potentiality. 

For this reason,   it seems inevitable that the State has to  pay grow- 

ing attention to  the  development of the  iron and steel industry,   which 

varies from total  intervention, with the nationalization of the  sector, 

to supporting action,   by means of granting financial assistance at low 

rates of interest and,  at times,  not recovered. 

In Spain, both forms of action exist.    There is a nationalized under- 

taking which by 1972 will have a production of nearly 4 million  tons.     On 

the other hand,   the State offers great financial and taxation assistance 

to companies who undertake to comply to  the National  Iron and Steel 

Programme. 

Spain has also availed herself of foreign financing sources,  both 

from international and state  organisms,   public and private. 

Another aspect which also has a decisive  influence in financing are 

taxation incentives.     In Spain,  tax examptions and accelerated deprecia- 

tion systems have been used.     But  there are others,   such as finding the 

average of several financial years for the purpose of taxing company 

profits,   the system of computing depreciation at replacement cost, the 

establishing of investment funds free of tax,   etc. 

Apart from financial aid, developing countries should pay attention 

to tax incentives to investment in iron and steel development. 
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Consequently, the tendency should not prevail, which is quite common^), to 

decide on the establishment of the iron and steel industry for subjective 

reasons of prestige related to an assumed symbolic value of industrial wealth. 

We give hoiow a brief account of the logical evolution to take into account 

between the beginning of the industrialization procer and the establishing of 

an iron and steel basis, according to Hesse*6': in the first sta^e of indus- 

trialization there is great demand for finished industrial product,, which can 

only be satisfied with imports.  A substitution process is started by home 

production, which in turn requires the import of investment goods.  At this 

stage it is advisable for the countries to have iron and steel finishing plants. 

The imports of iron and steel products are limited to semis. 

In a second, more advanced, industrial phase, production begins of basic 

products among which comes steel. But, as the scale necessary for a profitable 

xron and steel production may exceed home requirements of iron and steel 

products, a selection of the products mont in demand should be made first. 

In the third stage of industrial i zat,  •,, in which the production of invest- 

ment goods begins, the country's iron and steel developments reaches its height. 

Consequently, for the above reasons, a developing country should plan its ' 

iron and steel pc, ,y according to its level of industrialization. A valuable 
faC r. ;., its fav0UPf iB the possibility t0 delay on medium tenB^ owing to the 

present situation of world excess and the lowering of transport costs, the 

integrated development of an iron and steel industry which would demand a high 

level of investment. 

In this connection, the following fundamental facts should be taken into 
account: 

A point in favour of the suitability of establishing an iron and steel 

industry is the enormous field of steel utilization in all walks of life, in the 

high cost of imports and the certainty of their own supplies of ouoh a vital 
product. 

(5) H. 0. Johnson: "Economic Wattonalism in old and now States." 

(6) Hesse, H.i Qestaltunga problème der Weltwirtschaft. Oöttingen 1964. 
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Against the establishing of steel self-sufficiency in developing countries 

goes the high capital-production ratio of this industry, the high depreciation 

rates due to wear and obsolescence,   the financial cost and scale economies. 

SPANISH EXPERIENCE 

In Spain,  the beginning of this activity was linked with the existence of 

iron ore resources.    The development of these resources was an autonomous 

activity to start with,  directed towards exporting.    Later it encouraged and 

assisted   the creation of an  iron and  steel  industry,   to become as  it  is at 

present,   an auxiliary activity of iron and steel development,  guided by same. 

Thus,   from an export figure of Ö.9 million metric  tone of iron ore in 1913, 

this has dropped to 000,000 tons exported m 1967,  although production since 

that  time has also fallen,  due to the gradual draining of the more easily 
obtainable deposits. 

This last factor makes even more evident the foregoing affirmation that it 

is Spanish iron and steel development which now promotes Spanish policy on iron 

ore mining.    The latter is directed towards greater extraction, devoted to the 

Spanish  iron and steel  industry, with various concentration and pelletisation 
processes,  as will be explained later. 

INDUSTRIAL AND IRON AND STEEL DEVELOPMENT IN SPAIN 

The development of the iron and steel  industry in Spain is linked with the 

country's general industrialisation process.    Different  stages in our indus- 
trialization process can be denoted^'. 

1)     The first period,   from 19OO to 1923 is characterized by a slow,  but 

steady,   development,  with an annual increase in industrial production of 0.53* 

per year.     But on the contrary,  steel demand grows at an annual rate of 6*,  as 

also does steel production,  at an annual average of 8*.     m this stage produc- 

tion follows exactly consumer needs and Spain is self-sufficient in steel. 

(7)    M.  Torres,    -Juicio de la actual politica econòmica espaiola.« 
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2)    Th. period 1923 to 1936,  with an annual increase of 8* in lBdlMtpU1 

production until 1930, and remained the same until  1936.    From „„ lo 1930 

•tort consumption rises at an average annual rate of 20*.     ,„  lMo peril)d the 

iron and steel  industry is greatly developed, producUon  i„ ,,?, roa,.hin(, over 

a «Hi«, to.   of atee!.    The increase in steel production is «,„„ ^ mul 

fT« a*.    This is the second stage of industri ization „„„Uoned by 

Hesse      ,   in which industrialization efforts are concentrated „„ ,,„„„ u„ctor„ 
among them that of iron and steel. "' 

3)    The reconstruction period between 1940 and I960 coinc.de, with the 

«.neral reconstructs period of other countries also after the Second „end 

»ar.    Spanish iron and steel production falls below the 1929 level of one 

«Ilion tons,  which is not reached  again until i957.    The period b,gi,s with a 
deficit in 1940 of nj{ on steel consumption. 

During this period, steel consumption had to be limited due to difficulties 

in importing,  both owing to the reconstruction needs of „earl, all countries in 

the post war period and to Spain's lacK ,f currency for aaiae.    This lack of 

currency also prevented the import of the necessary cedent to develop irm 

and steel production.    The increase   in actual steel   consumption dunng these 

twenty years was at an average annual rate of 8¡t, slightly higher than the 

Krowth in produci*,  thus gradually increasing the deficit .„ich in the mid 
liOO'u reached 17$ of demand. 

4)    The present decade constitutes the last period,   in which the rela- 

tionship between the tendency of general industrial production and steel 

conation changes substantially,   the latter growing rauch „ore rapidly than in 

previous periods in relation to general  industrial production. 

In the following table,   the average annual percentage of growth in steel 

conation during the different periods considered can  be seen. 

Average annun.1   increase in steel conauaption 

Periods Percentage of average 

1900-1923 

I923-I93O 

1940-1960 

1960-1967 

(8)    H. Hess«1    op« oit. 

annual increase 

8 

20 

8 
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This general tendency in steel demand in Spain has, on two occasions, 

first during the 1950»s and later in the present decade, posed the alternative 

with which all developing countries are faced regarding their policy of iron 

and steel development, that is, whether to produce or import certain a/nounts 

of iron and steel products for their industrial development, which are not 

produced at home. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY VERSUS IMPORTS 

The deficient situation of Spanish iron and steel production in relation 

to deaand is shown by the evolution of home production and consumption: 

(in thousands of tons of crude steel) 

Apparent 
consumption 

849 
1,614 
1,820 
2,082 
1,817 
2,242 
2,809 
3,565 
4,344 
5,947 
6,144 
6,059 

Home 
Taar production 

1950 815 
1957 1,346 
1958 1,564 
1959 1,823 
I960 1,920 
1961 2,354 
1962 2,538 
1963 2,765 
1964 3,150 
1965 3,515 
1966 3,847 
1967 4,512 

Source: Ministry of Industry. 

The 1950-1960 oeriod 

In the 1950's, devoted to establishing the initial bases for the rapid 

Industrial development of the 1960's, Spain faces the alternative of being 

dependent on foreign countries for its steel consumption, although at a modest 

level. 

Spanish iron and steel policy was limited to complementing existing 

capacity, with the creation of a national company (ENSIDESA) in I950 and which 

started partial production in the mid 1950's. The trends envisaged for the 

development of ENSIDESA would have been sufficient to meet the tendency in 

steel demand during the 1950's, but its development was slower than expected. 

It was thus necessary to continue importing from 1957 to I960, the more so a« 
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consumption accelerateci from I955. 

The alternative chosen xn the 1950's was not in fact tnat alternative. 

Spain lacked foreign exchange reserves to finance the import of iron and steel 

products amounting to the equivalent of 40/0 of her potential demand. On the 

other hand, the world market of iron and steel products was difficult, due to 

the reconstruction period in nearly all countries. For this reason, the policy 
adopted was: 

a) To substitute as far as possible steel by other materials, and, 

b) To create a national company to increase the possibilities of home 
production. 

The steel demand per head rose from 30.5 kgs. in 1950 to 59.3 kgs. in 1959. 

The industrial production index increased 12}%  from 1950 to iy60, and the actual 

steel demand rose l4# in the same period.  The elasticity of steel demand m 

relation to the industrial production index in the period under consideration 

was 1.18.  There is no doubt that the potential demand was much greater, but 

owing to supply difficulties this could not be met.  The need therefore arises 

for the policy of restricting steel consumption, and its substitution by other 

materials, for example in construction. 

THE 1960-1972 PERIOD 

The New Economic Arrangements, with the Stabilization Plan (1959), the 

increase in currency reserves and the liberalization of a high percentage of 

Spanish foreign trade, constituted the necessary conditions for potential steel 

demand and its future prospects to begin to develop fully. 

The period of recession originated by the Stabilization Plan, which lasted 

approximately a .year and a half, entailed a slight setback in steel demand in 

I960.  Thus, in I960 and 196I exports of considerable importance were made. 

Once the recession was over, demand jumped sharply from 1962, with a rapid rate 

of growth. 

Paced with this problem, the I Economic and Social Development Plan drawn 

up in 1963, for the 1964-67 period, planned the expansion of iron and steel 

capacity. 

Capacity planning for the 1946-67 period was based on correlation studies 
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between steel demand and various macroeconomic variable8 uuch as national 

income and industrial production.  But, obviously, pact development wao not a 

good starting basis to plan the development of steel demand darin* the 1%0«D. 

The elasticity of steel consumption wit», rompent to indori*] production, 

slightly higher than the unit i„ the 1^0»,, changea sharply, given the ,im- 

umstances already mentioned, of liberalisation of 1h, r-,- ,,-., trad, ,f , ron and 

steel product, and improved foreign exchange reserves, h)ll.,h ,..aMed th„ full 

use of steel m all the r.ost suitable applications of   •,,, product. 

In this way, demand reached a spectacular Peak, breeding the capacity of 

home production m 1963, and in 1%4 it surpassed eons.derubly the targata of 

the Plan, increases of J0# being registered i„ 1,^3 .'ind ïtf   „• 1964, with 

imports valuing almost 300 million dollars m 196,, a roaiiy import^t figure 

in the Spanish balance of trade. 

During this period, a clear divergence with the previous period io shown, 

regarding the comparative trend of the industrial production indexes and steel 

consumption (see graph l).  Whereas the industrial production inde* mcreaoea 

7Sf0  between I96I and 19,7, oteol consumption rises 1,0«% that ¿B| alm0st double 

that of industrial production.  The elasticity coefficient of oteel demand in 

relation to the industrial prodir.tion index was 2. l'i. 

It in during the Spanien industrial i rul ion periM that home product— .- 

motor vehicles, shipbuilding machinery and equipment and durable 

goods becomes important, all sectors which are big consumere t„- .•,,..  ñ. ùe, 

demand per head exceeds 200 k~g. m 1)60. 

So in 1964, the alternative again arose of whether to develop the xron and 

steel industry, this time m a spectacular way in view of the consumption peak, 

or to withstand the loss of a large volume of foreign currency m a clearly 

deficient balance of trade. 

In the following table, the trend of iron ar.d steel product i.WPt. can b* 
seen, in dollars. 
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TftgNOS OF INDUSTRIAL PRnnnCTIQN AND WP, 
CONSUMPTION tNnirrQ ~ — 

Industrial production ind«i 
3t««| coniumption ind«i 

•00 
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Importa of iron and steel products 

(in millions of dollars) 

Xtt£ Imports Index 
1961 57.1 100 

l<&2                                        104.2 182.3 
X963                                         127.1 222.3 

1964                                     158.4 227.1 
x965                                      295.5 516.7 

!966                                         268.0 467.4 
x967 229.1 400.7 

The new estimate of probable  future steel demand,  this  time adapted to the 

nev, circumstances of the Spanish iron and steel market,  reached  important 

figures,   to the order of 10.6 million tout;   in  1972. 

By following the  same  output  capacity,   the exit of foreign exchange 

reserves  for the imports  of iron and steel  products could  in  1972 reach an 

annual   figure   in the region of 65O million dollars,   impossible  for our balance 

of trade  to  hear.    This argument  also seems   to have been applied   in  Italy. 

According to Professor Manuell!:     «Italian   iron and steel expansion has avoided 

the heavy  expenditure  oï foreign  currency,   which  by  burdening  the  balance of 

trade  of   imports,   would  have  jeopardised   ino  very   stability  of  economic 
expansion   in general." 

The  flexion which begins to be felt  in  imports  in 1966  is u,e   t..   unease« 

home production by  reason  of the   increase  in   output  capacity brought   into 

operation as a result  oí   tue present   iron and   steel policy. 

However,   it   should  be pointed out  that  as   from the second  half of I966 

industrial  recession began  which  lasted  the whole of 196?,   causing a standstill 

in steel  consumption.     This  faot  has also contributed to lowering the  import 
coefficient  of steel   last year. 

But   it   is  expected   that,  once  industrial   expansion has been restored,   steel 

demand will  again return to reach the trend  forecast for the year 1972.    This 

present  flexion   is very  significant,  becaure  the  increase in output  has 

followed  the level forecast,   thus making it  easier to achieve a comparative 

balance between the supply and damand of steel   in 1972. 
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NATIONAL IRON AND STEEL PROGRAMME 

Faced with this situation, a study is begun of the advantage, and disadvan- 

tages of extensive development of the iron and steel sector.  The advantages 

include:  a) eliminating a growing deficit of steel imports which would be an 

excessive burden on the balance of trade and on foreign currency re.erw 

b) The need to modernise exiting iron and steel plant which could not maintain 

the productive capacity either m volume or m the technological level rehired- 

c) the inherent complementary development of forging, moulding, boiler, etc. 

plant, and d) finally, being able to rely on a basis suitable for ft series of 

metal production and machinery and equipment and the construction of rolling 

stock, shipbuilding, etc., which is in full development in Spam. 

The disadvantages, or rather the difficulties, involved in so developing 

the iron and steel sector are found mainly in:  a) obtaining the funds 

necessary for carrying out sufficient investment; b)  the low private prof- 

xtability alternative of such investments, with regards to its employment in 

other industrial sectors, principally,  -^forming, that is the costs of 
opportunity. 

When deciding between the two fields of action, the present situation of 

excens ..rid c    ,vV of steel production was also taken into account, and the 

- niity of obtaining it at low prices.  This factor will have considerable 

we.gnt m ine decision on the short-term planning of the sector. 

However, the balance of payments situation, the need for modernizing the 

sector with new techniques, which would necessarily be the equivalent of' 

increasing capacity, and the autonomy of the iron and steel basis for the rapid 

general industrial development planned, swayed the scales in favour of carrying 

out a National iron and Steel Programme, which would bring the sector up to' 

date in relation with the general economic development needs of the country. 

When taking the decision, the rapid technological changes taking place in iron 

and steel production were not forgotten either, factor which has been included 

in the planning hypothesis. 

When the National Iron and Steel Programme had been drawn up, the 

necessary investment was calculated, which meant passing from average annual 

investments of 3,100 million pesetas in the 1957-61 period to some 
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10,000 million pesetas average annual investment during the 1964-72 period, 

which brings out the investment effort to be made. 

FEATURES OF THE NATIONAL IRON AND STEEL PROGRAMME 

Briefly, the features of the Programme are as follows: 

1) The total practical capacities to be obtained are calculated on a 

basis of the normal utilization percentage of the plant (90$). 

2) It pays special attention to distribution between integrated and non- 

integrated works, taking into account the relation between the extent of the 

home market and the size demanded by modern technology for integrated works. 

For non-integrated works estimates are made of the scrap-iron available, 

the consumption areas and the most suitable technique for same. 

3) A very important aspect is distribution by products, great weight 

being given to rolling plant, especially of flat products and to ancillary 

automation plant, etc. Distribution in the rolling process follows the fore- 

cast of consumption by products for the 1964-1972 period. 

The importance of the different types of plant in investments made during 

the 1964-67 period and those forecast for 1968-72 can be seen below: 

Plant 

Raw materials and 
preparation of burdens 

Pig iron 

Crude steel 

Rolling mills 

a) Flat products 

b) Others 

Ancillary plant 
and miscellaneous 

Total 

Source: Ministry of Industry. 

1964-67 
%  on total 
investment 

8.8 ) 

13.9 ) 

14.1 

41.7 

27.4 

14.3 

27.5 

100.0 

1968-72 
io  on total 
investment 

19.7 

23.6 

35.3 

16.9 

I8.4 

21.4 

100.0 

In this connection, it should be said that in the first stage of the Iron 

and Steel Programme (1964-67), coinciding with the First Economic and Social 
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Develops Plan, the financial effort ^ the surpius in the worid market was 

taken into account in the project, calendar. Here, investment has been stepped 

up xn fxnishing processes, where investment was less, and imports have been 

centred m ingots and semis of less value added. 

Investment xs particularly noteworthy in flat products, due to increasing 

production of motor vehicles, shipbuilding and domestic appliances. 

In the second .tage, investment in melting shops increases and that in 

rollxng mills is at a high level, the latter being distributed almost equally 
among flat and other products. 

4) The most characteristic aspect in the programming of Spanish iron and 

steel development in the present stage, is the financial one. 

For this reason, I decided to entitle this study "The financing of the 

iron and steel industry in a developing country: the case of Spain.« 

THE SUPPORT OF TRON • ^ MTMTWG IN sp^TSM 
IRON AND STEEL DEVELOPMENT     ~" 

As mentioned at the beginning, iron ore mining in Spain was an autonomous 

actxvxty, later passing to support the xron and steel industry, and today 

becoming a valuable ancxllary xndustry.  In this sense, present mining policy 

xs dictated by iron and steel development. 

In fact, after drawing up the National Iron and Steel Programme, already 

outlined, the Plan of Iron Ore Mining was set out, adapted to the former's 

requirements, within Spanish mining possibilities. 

By 1971 production is expected to reach nearly 9-5 million tons of iron 

ore, or grades varying between 5$ and 56?S of iron content. 

Due to the Spanish iron and steel industry's need to dispose of material 

at the most competitive prices possible, the Plan for Iron Ore Mining envisages 

various concentration and peptization processes. 

The utilization of pyrite ash is also planned, and the investigation of 

new sources, for the purpose of being able to supply future iron and steel 
development. 

Nevertheless, given the range of materials from the different sources, it 
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will be impossible to avoid the import of some types of mineral and the export 

of others,  endeavouring in the long run to achieve a balance in foreign trade 
of iron ore. 

THE FINANCING OF THE NATIONAL IRON AND STEEL PROGRAMME 

I mentioned earlier that the main difficulty,  or the most  important 

deterrent element in deciding upon  full development of the  iron and steel 

industry,  are the large  investments necessary. 

Spain endeavours to bring her iron and steel sector up to date,   but for 

this annual  average investment needs to be increased almost  fourfold during a 

period of nine years. 

How can this be done?    In the first place,   companies did not have the 

financial capacity for such investment.    In fact: 

1) Self-financing is low in Spanish iron and steel  enterprises.     In the 

I960 and 1965 period their investment only achieved self-financing at  a rate 
of 18.556. 

2) The capital market did not admit a sufficient drainage of funds on the 

part of iron and steel undertakings, neither by the volume of the market nor by 

the profitability of the  iron and steel business. 

For example,  from 1962 to 1967,   of the total of industrial issues  in 

corporate bonds and shares absorbed by the market,  the iron and steel  industry 

has only.been able to participate  in 10$ of them. 

Bearing in mind that  the amount absorbed by the market  in industrial 

securities was slightly lower than 50,000 million pesetas  in I967,  the  iron and 

steel sector could not detract from the security market even 50$ of the  invest- 
ment required. 

3)    Regarding long-term loans,  the iron and steel sector was hampered in 

obtaining funds,  in as far as private loans are concerned,   by debts which 

amounted in I965 to 54$ of its assets,   (including loans in the security 

market).    Consequently,   the private long-term credit market was not receptive 

to the extent required by the iron and steel sector. 

The Spanish iron and steel industry had been precariously finanoed and in 
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an unorthodox ^r 4uring the 1960_1965 period_ 

600 mUUon dollar,), and at the ss• ti» it. requirements of „orklng capital 

increased by about 8,70c mlllio„ peseta, (about 85 „Ulion doUars) ' 

tt. total  increase in oapital  spent by the iron and steel industry, 

685 „Ilion dollars, was financed in the fdlowing uaj:    30* Ulth its ^ 

resources (  1.5* increase in capital .to*, and «.* of self-financing),  a„d 

70* With outside resources (with 40* long-term and 30* short-ter.).    !„ ^ 

"*' Pattern °f reS0UrCeS USed   ln W5 »ere 46* their own and 54* outside 
sources      fts sector's debt exceeded by „ore than 5c* the added value of 
iron and steel  industry. 

„„J"" ^  the8e fa0tS'   " °"" n0t bC eIPe0t6d that th* *• «- steel 
sector could .est by itseif the demands of the Hational Iron and Steel Progra-e. 

Combined Action 

the J;":"*' lf the deïel0Pment °f the • - "-1  «*«.  that is,  if 
ejU». iron and Stee! Programme were to he put in practice, see spec al 

financing instrument was needed. 

Such instrument was created in 1*5, with the establishing of a special 

system known under the naire of »Combined Action.»   ais system had been envis- 

«ed in that I Economic and Social Development Plan,  in Article 5, for sconcie 

sectors which,   in the fulfillment of the objectives laid down,  rehire the 

«ranting of special concessions by the Administration. 

It is therefore easy to see that, with the need to carry out the National 

Iron and steel Program, and the possibility to completely finance it on the 

part of the companies,  it has been the Iron and Steel Sector which has been of 

»est  importance among those covered by this system, due to the high level of 
investment required. 

The Hational Iron and Steel Programe and the instrument at its service, 

Combined Action, are enabUng the whole of the iron and steel sector to develop. 

The Hational Iron and Steel Programme is planned on a sector basis, 

setting out the aims to be achieved concerning the total volume of capacity and 

production,  participation of the integrated plants, non-integrated and special 

steel plants, and the distribution of capacity by groups of iron and steel 
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products, structurais, light sections and flat products. 

Each company is free  to take part  in the National Iron and Steel Programme, 

but  only by  joining it,   can  it  enjoy the advantages  of the Combined Action. 

The plans of the companies  subject to the Programme are studied  in relation  to 

the  sector as a whole,   in  their most profitable  size,   and in their production 

pattern.    In this way,  a balance within the installations of each plant  is 

hoped  to be achieved,  and  of all  the plants as a whole. 

The companies  joining the National  Iron and Steel Programme and whose 

plans are approved,   can receive the following assistance and benefits under 
the Combined Action arrangements: 

1) Official  credit  for up to 7<$ of the investment approval;    for 
fifteen years. 

2) Freedom of depreciation allowances of the plants chosen and approved, 

over five years, which can be extended for a further five years. 

3) Taxation relief from the Transfer Tax,  of customs duties and rebates 
on internal taxes. 

4) Compulsory  expropriation of land necessary  for plant  included in the 
investment. 

With this assistance on the part of the Administration,  and with an 

effort  on the part   of the  companies,   the Spanish  iron and steel  sector ir. 

going to invest m fixed capital the equivalent of 76,500 million pesetas in 

the 1965-72 period,   of which already in I966 and I967  some 19,700 million 
pesetas have been  invested. 

In this way,   investments during the 1965-72 period will  exceed by 11756 
those  of the I96O-65 period. 

However,  the financial  pattern of the sector will not show an improvement; 

on  the  contrary,  at  the end  of the National Iron and  Steel Programme sub- 

sequent  deterioration will  have occurred.     The relation between capital from 

within and that from outside will  change respectively  from 46/0 to 54$ in I965 
to 35$ to 65/0 in 1972. 

This is to a certain extent  natural,   since by  1972 the plants will not yet 

have had sufficient  time to  improve the financial pattern with the results of 
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^nZjTl °f PrrUOn "*  lnCr,M,d ~^^  - '- th. companies 
«U have to bear a heavy financial strain for serrai years«».    Por        ' 

self-financing is not ejected to contate in more than 8.^ 

capita! stock by ,*.  as far aE 0„t„ide ^^ _ _ ^— 

»ith 74.*,   to tota»   investment,   ln  rixed and „orkine c3pita|_
d   "'* »>"  d» » 

In  financing from outside source:;,   official   n«»i'. 
P„ v     .   . / oficial  credit,   under-  the :;Vlit.-rn of 

ombine    *otio„ (almost **> „iu   pl„ a„  ^^  ^ -     « 

„ance    by  loans fr„ lnternaUonal „^ „^„^   ^ 

U«,  loans ln the capita, market,  a„d credits fr„ B„ppHer= of ^ 

equipment,   and private Spanish bank«. 

proceed oÎ tTT t" """ "" "'' "^ ^ """«^ °" "^  '" ",e roce s of  iron and steel „eveloP,e„t.     Sl„ce 1%R the ^^ 

i <Us ry has received   l77 million dollar«  i„ loa„s from   the E^,,.^,, H 1 

a   interest generaUy  in the region of 5.tf, and „ith pertodlJ of aMr ,    t      ^ 

:::: T- «-— - -—- tinmyearBas.„_: ° 
period of twelve years being the most common. 

the nZ\T Tr  bee" reCeÍVed   fr" "" *"-"«»«»  «- «-deraufbau,   fro» 
the First „ational City Ba„k a„d from the „organ Cuaranty TlMl,  OTOng „,¿„(10) 

In all  events,   it „ould „ot  have been possible to put   the N(ltloml   Iron ^ 

I ldTTeint0practloehad"nQlbee"forthe !~ '—, — afforded by Concerted Action.     As an _ple, „„ .^ 
very mil       t0 the flna„cial assistance received  bj  the : 

is ::;::::.the pun pr—• ~ - -—- -—« 
Resulta 

85* oftiT^?0" °f thlS Ìr0tt and 8teel POlÌ0^ "" '»'»- - "» ^ct that 8* Of th, Spanish iro„ a„d steel ceotor u _ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

(9) 2L1Z ìlTììTJ^hVoV^io%ter
f 

eitenre -•1-»* °<*« 
iron and steel industí» is w??¡,lV   ?roU3Bor "anuelli,  the Italian 
high VOW of intents ^e! * "^ fÍnan°Íal  C°=tn due "> ">e 

il0) S íST^ u^T^:^¿\TT%Sid^^~ (pì— «• usxry,,      Economia Indignai";  No.   27;    March 1966. 
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objectives set out  for 1972,  by which it  is hoped to reduce imports to products 

of special types and specifications which are  to be manufactured at a later stage, 

the volume of which will be  insignificant compared with  import  figures over the 

last few year.,  and  of thoœ resulting should the sector not develop  in  the way 
envisaged. 

The effectiveness of this policy has enabled the import deficit  of iron and 

steel products to be reduced from 1965,   the percentage of which,   in relation to 

home consumption,  has developed in the following way: 

Year 7> of imports in respect 
to home consumption 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

29 

48 

37.5 

29.5 

Bearing in mind the fact that  steel consumption per head doubled  from I950 

to 1959 and more than tripled between 1959 and  I967,  the significance of the 

development planned   in  the Spanish  iron and steel  industry can clearly  be seen. 

Production capacity  rose from 3-5 million tons  of steel  in 1964 to 5.9 million in 

1967,   a capacity of 10.2 million tons being expected by 1971, production reaching 

9.2 million ton,  (at  9o£ output capacity),  consumption of 9.8 million and importe 
in the region of 0.6 million tons. 

The  import coefficient will have been reduced to 1% of home consumption. 

The expected capacity of steel production will be adapted gradually to the 

most suitable economic and technical systems.     In the following table  the devel- 

opment achieved m  the distribution of steel production by processes can be seen 

between I964 and I967,   and that envisaged for 197I: 

Procesa 

L. D. 

Electric 

Siemens 

Bessemer 

PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN OF CRUDE 
STEEL PRODUCTION BY PROCESSES 

1264 
10.6 

26.6 

56.8 

6.0 

100.0 100.0 

¿211 
54.4 

28.2 

14.8 

2.6 

100.0 
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Production pattern will roughly be as follows:  Three integrated i  * 

z: r r Tn2 -4 -ui- *- -*• •—":::i;i;:r pames with capacities ranging between  100,000 and 500,000 ton-        H     > 

—*. ..«i. «» .„„ ^ oapacitles, from ;;00
oo
t:

o:(;,0rt:::
t ten 

Then there win  be about a hundred   smaller firms,  „Uh very variable o 
-  e     the „a.ori,, onlj havlng roUi„g processes>  whioh •      - 

:r::;i.or ~their • to ——- —— - -i— 
The location of lro„ and steel activity will follow the present „atte•  • 

:i:rr nr near ports - — -*- <— - " - cipally}.     In the non-integrated D]ant«,     +>,<, • A • egratea plants,   the capacities of those directed  tnwa^0 

"::ir w:u ^and the - -^ * «~—* • -- steels (Cataluña, Guipúzcoa and Madrid mainly). 

For the 1970.s,  it is Hoped to plan an iron and steel policy „hicn,  broad^ 

spe^ will tend to exhaust firstly decent possibilities through the C 

i::rrr °f ~isu"g ^ — - —* - «. .Lì iu 
apaoit, for expansion    as during the penod covered by the II Economic and B0- 

ial  revexop^ent Plan (1968-7!) studies undertaken will be completed for the 

r i",d P" ,1!,!-' °f a fOUrth '»'«S»*- Pl-t,  which Bay „ell be built at 
tha    fuming of  the 1970's. 

IRQ» Aim STEM, INWISim   t|| uaKI/lPTM;  CQUMTOTKR 

Ita the foregoing,  on the „ay in „hich a developing country can establish 

or develop ita iron and steel  industry,  although not without great efforts,  and 

forcing other alternative investments,   conclusions of a general nature can be 

1,    Advisability „s to whether or not to start <m .„, eteal nrort„.,,.„ 

In a developing country whioh has no iron and steel production,  it should 

possess at least one of the three follo„ing requisites before deciding to start 
production: 

a) Rich iron ore resources and cokable coal,  especially the former. 

b) A sufficiently large market to apply modern techniques and the economic 
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dimensions required by them. 

c)    When it concerns a country with a structurally deficient balano« of 

trade, without  economic sectors with comparative export advantages. 

A. If a country has rich  iron ore  resources,   easily pelletìzed,   develop- 

ment can begin as an   independent   sector devoted  to  export.     Exports  will  have 

to be of concentrated  and pelletized minerals,  which can be economically applied 

in blast  furnaces.     (The case of Brazil,  Venezuela and other countries). 

In  these conditions  it   is advisable  to  tí tart  steel   production on   the  basis 

of an integrated plant.    The size of the main   initial  installations will have to 

be such that they have at  least  two modern blast furnaces.    This will   enable it 

to produce some 2 million tons of pig iron per annum with modern techniques. 

This will  later require an L. D.   melting shop  and  a roughing train of adequate 

capacity. 

Prom here,   the  finishing plant will depend on  the home market.     If consump- 

tion is below 2.5 million tons of steel,   part   of its production should be 

devoted to the export  market.    Assuming that   its financial  resources  are limited, 

it appears advisable   that  its rolling plant  be directed  towards  the  home market, 

in as far as products  and volume  is concerned.     The rest   of production of the 

previous stage,   semis  should be directed  to  exports. 

In this way,  although the introduction  of the  integrated procesn  does not 

prove advisable due  to the reduced size of the market,   its mineral wealth makes 

the introduction of the integrated process advisable. 

If,  besides mineral resources,  it has a home market which exceeds 2.5 

million tons of steel,  the  integral process  is advisable with competitive 

dimensions. 

The financial aspect can be solved to a great  extent with the export of th« 

rich minerals.     If this were not  so, the solution set out  further on would be 

applicable regarding financing. 

B. If a developing country lacks the mining base for the  iron and steel 

industry (the case of Italy, Japan and other countries at  the beginning of their 

industrialization),   their decision will have  to be based exclusively   in accord- 

ance with the home market.    Furthermore,  given the greater investment  costs of 

initial basic processes and the present world output surplus,  the introduction 
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of an Integrated plant does not appear advisable.   The most suitable is to start 

with a non-integrated plant,   from steel and with rolling mille adapted  to its 

market.    The bout  procedure seems  to be that of electric furnaces,  with profit- 

able dimension;-.     The   integral  process can be profitably taken up when   it has a 

wider market ,,,  a   later date.     In  thio way,   investment needs are  reduced as also 

are  financing difficili ties. 

C.    This situation  in which it may be advisable  to start or develop iron 

and steel  activity occurs when a developing country,   due to  its own development 

process,   is  faced with  a structurally deficient  balance of payments. 

In such a cace, the constant burden of importing iron and steel products 

can be eliminated with investment effort, substituting the import of iron and 

steel products by   that  of plant for iron and steel production. 

2. The saving of  investments 

The financial problem,  always  latent  in all  iron and steel development can 

be reduced  through a saving of investine» ^s.    Apart from the principles mentioned 

for developing plant beginning with the rolling mills,  there are formulae for 

saving investments,  through co-operation between developing countries which are 

geographically bounding. 

Such  is the  case of complementing iron and  steel  plant  between two  countries, 

by  i,irtana of a toll agreement.     Closer co-operation can be the establishing of an 

iron and steel plant in common,  in one of the two or three countries,  as agreed, 

looated in a strategic position. 

Lastly,   there is also the wider formula of iron and steel development on a 

regional basis between developing countries, by dividing work, plant and invest- 

ments. 

All agreements directed through these channels will lessen the financial 

problem in each of the countries. 

3. Financing iron and steel development. 

Despite the saving in investments which may be achieved, the financing 

problem of investments will remain to a greater or lesser degree,   once it hn* 

been decided to start or develop the iron and steel sector. 

Due to the large capital  expenditure required by the sector,  all countries 
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are faced with the problem of financing,  but to a more serious degree for the 

developing countries,   since they generally lack a well organized and suffi- 

ciently large capital  market. 

According to  scale  economies now in  force   in iron and  steel  plants, 

integral-type installations like  'hone already described require   investments 

amounting to over 700 million dollars.    This  involves,   with market   interest 

between 6% and 7#f   an annual  expenditure of between 60 and 70 million dollars. 

Thus in a newly created  plant,   the financial cost (depreciation and   interests) 

can be higher than  the  cost of raw materials and  is in the range of a third of 

invoicing costs111'.     Prom this,  the  importance  of the  financial aspect   can be 

seen in all   iron and steel development. 

Por this reason,   it  seems   inevitable  that  the Stat« has  to pay growing 

attention to  the development  of the   iron and steel industry.     This  varies from 

complete intervention,   by nationalizing the  industry,   to mere support. 

In many countries,   funds have been granted by the  State,   financing at low 

rates of interest  and,   sometimes,  the funds not  being recovered. 

In Spain both methods are used.    There  is a nationalized concern which in 

I972 will have a production of 4 million tons approximately,   and whose output  is 

planned within the  National Iron and  Steel   Programme,   with the other projects  of 
companies forming Combined Action. 

On the other hand, State intervention in the iron and steel sector has been 

directed towards drawing up the National Iron and Steel Programme and financial 

and taxation support to companies who undertake to abide by  it. 

We believe that  it   is also advisable that developing countries  take advan- 

tage of the opportunities offered by  foreign financing,   either through interna- 

tional organizations such as the World Bank and the International Finance 

Corporation,   or through  state financial organizations and private finance 
institutions. 

As previously mentioned, Spain has made use of these foreign finance 

sources,  as have other countries, like Venezuela,  Chile, Mexico, Argentina, 
Brazil,   India,  etc. 

(11)   Professor Manuelli:    «A guidance to iron and steel development and the 
problems of competition" Madrid I968. 
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.U JT^ 7e0t "hÍCh ,l8° "" * de0i•iï, ÍnfWe in the «-«»•« and 
2,M,ni f7" ~ *~ *—«'-    '" -—/ 1*.   in Spain tax exlption 
and system of accented depreciation have been used.    But there are other 

forms such as finding the average profits of several financial years for taxa- 

tion purposes on company profits, the system of costing depreciation at 

replacement cost,  establishing investment funds exe.pt from tax, eto. 

Apart from financial aid,  developing countries should give great emphasis 

to tax incentives to investment in iron and steel development. 

To conclude, I might say that I have thought that an aooount of Spanish 

experience could be of interest to this Symposium,  in particular the aspect 

concerning the „ay in which the programing of iron and steel development has 
been made financially possible. 

I do not claim that the policy folio«* in Spain constitutes a formula 

which can be applied  in all developing countries,  since on the one haM we have 

experienced great difficulty in putting it into practice,  and some errors „hich 
"ust be eradicated,  and which is being done. 

However,  lacking sufficient financial potentiality of companies and the 

=.cu*ty market, it constitutes a starting point which,  adapted to the particular 

Circumstances of each country and complemented by a certain amount of outside 

finance,   it can make practicable the development of the iron and steel industry 
wnioh would othenrtse be virtually impossible. 
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